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???

HTS DELs

3. How Do We Fix It?
The types of chemistry that can be performed in water can be 
expanded through the use of surfactants4

- Surfactants are additives that in water form structures   
known as micelles- a bit like bubbles

- On-DNA, the chemistry used to create                         
compounds would                                                                
proceed inside the 
bubble whilst the DNA tag sits in  
the water outside

2. So… What’s The Problem?
On-DNA chemistry comes with a number of limitations:3

- Reactions need to be performed in water

- High-yielding reactions required

- Chemistry must not
modify the DNA tag in 
any way- this would be 
like rubbing letters off 
your name tag 
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1. Drug Discovery and DNA-Encoded Libraries
Drug discovery is an incredibly expensive and time-consuming process, taking 15 years 
and costing £2 billion per medicine: how can we make it cheaper and faster?

An analogy:

- Percy (right) and her class always mix up their PE kits; how do we find Percy’s? 

- We could try each of them on one at a time- which would work but          
might take a while- or we could add a name tag.

The former is how we currently identify potential new drugs (High Throughput 
Screening, HTS); the latter is my project. The name-tag that we employ is DNA and       
the collections of compounds are known as DNA-Encoded Libraries (DELs)1,2

4. How’s It Been Going?
Employing this technique, a variety of highly efficient DNA-
compatible transformations have been developed:5-7

5. Why Does This Matter?
- Expansion of efficient DNA-compatible chemistry increases variety of 

structures that can be reliably formed in DELs

- Construction of prototypical macrocycle now allows for libraries of these 
compounds to be created, with potential to identify drugs for novel targets
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A combination of these reactions have been employed to 
construct a macrocycle on-DNA. Isolation of the structure is 
currently ongoing.

Macrocycles are molecules 
containing a large ring in 
their structure. They have 
the potential to act as drugs 
for diseases that are 
currently untreatable.
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